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Study Highlights
In this second major study from the Radio Ad Lab, we compared the effects of two television ad
exposures to the effects of one television ad combined with two Radio exposures. We also did the
same thing with newspapers — comparing two newspaper exposures to one newspaper ad plus two
Radio exposures.
Brief Overview of Methodology
The PreTesting Company provides ad testing services that use central-facility distraction methods for the
testing of advertising impact. For television, for example, respondents are invited to attend the screening of television programming, with three programming choices provided (major current primetime
shows). During that screening, test and other ads are embedded in the programming, and a variety of
ad effectiveness questions are asked before and after the screening. In PreTesting’s application of this
method, each respondent is tested one-on-one in a private room, with a trained interviewer administering the procedures.
PreTesting developed an analogous method for the testing of Radio ads. Respondents were asked
to view a video taken during a “test drive” in a car, and were requested to look for certain specified
road signs. The session was described as a study of road sign noticeability. But respondendents
were also given a choice of three simulated “Radio stations” to listen to during the test drive, and of
course, test and other ads are embedded in the audio. Effectiveness measures were taken before and
after the drive.
Finally, PreTesting uses a related process for the measurement of print media. In the case of newspaper
ad testing, PreTesting uses current copies of an appropriate newspaper, and asks respondents to read
through the entire paper in order to comment on its content. In fact, though, test ads are inserted
into the newspaper copies, and effectiveness is measured before and after the newspaper reading.
PreTesting also uses proprietary measures of eye movement for print ads to determine the amount of
time that sections were actually examined, but those print-only measures were not used for this study.
It’s important to note that for our test, respondents were asked to examine each page of each section of
the newspaper.
The study proposed to the Radio Ad Lab by PreTesting was designed to examine the effects of exposures
in multiple media. Specifically, respondents in the main (Phase II) section of our study were asked to
participate in tests for two media, either TV and Radio, or newspaper and Radio. That allowed us to
vary the amount and mixture of these forced exposures in either or both media.

The Study Results
A media mix that includes Radio can be more powerful than TV-only or newspaper-only campaigns,
according to this second major study from the Radio Ad Lab. In this controlled, lab-style test of advertising synergy, the results were striking. (See the charts below.)

•
•

•

Swapping out one of two television ads for two Radio ads increased unaided brand recall by 34
percent.
Replacing one of two newspaper exposures with two Radio ads almost tripled unaided brand recall.

When two Radio ads replaced one of two TV exposures, more people chose the advertised brand
as their first-choice product. The newspaper swap-out was even more striking. Consumers who
heard two Radio ads (and only one TV ad) could restate a campaign’s main message just as well as
those exposed to two TV ads. Trading a newspaper ad for two Radio exposures gave much better
message playback than seeing two newspaper ads.
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Implications for Advertisers
For advertisers, we believe this study is valuable from several perspectives:
•
•
•

We already know how valuable Radio can be as a way to reach people that are missed or underserved by other media. This study now suggests that Radio may undervalued as a way to affect
consumers that are reached by television and print.
While Radio can often be a potent alternative to other media, the current study provides more
reasons to consider using Radio as part of the media mix (as long as Radio’s presence in the mix
is heavy enough).
And as suggested by past studies on imagery, this study provides further evidence of Radio’s
ability to communicate an advertiser’s message and have it received, remembered, and played
back by consumers.

For broadcasters, we believe the implications also are clear:
•
•

On an ROI basis, Radio is more than a supplement. A combined television/Radio or newspaper/
Radio buy is demonstrably more powerful than one using televion or newspaper alone.
Moving money into Radio is good for the advertiser. This study shows just how potent Radio
exposures can be when swapped for some of the exposures otherwise used for an alternative.

There’s a large body of research showing that Radio can reach people who are missed or underserved by
other media. That’s especially true for Radio users compared to newspaper readers, but recent multimedia and single-source studies have also shown the importance of using Radio to reach light television
users. We believe this new research suggests something different—that Radio is also an important
way to communicate with consumers already reached with other media. Even when a consumer
has been touched with a television or newspaper ad, Radio communications are powerful.
We also think this study points to the value of using Radio in the media mix, at least when Radio is
present in meaningful weights. We’re all in favor of testing Radio in isolation, of course; in fact, that’s
the nature of the Radio Ad Lab’s next large-scale study to be released in 2005. But the current study
suggests that Radio works well in a media mix when significant Radio exposures can actually occur,
and we hope these findings encourage more advertisers to open their budgets to various combinations
that include Radio.
The Radio Ad Lab also believes this study is another in a succession of studies that demonstrate how well
Radio advertising can communicate an advertiser’s message. We had a wide array of ad campaigns
in this study, ranging from sexy-looking cars to tasty-sounding sandwiches, and across the board, Radio
was able to communicate the main messages just as well as the “more visual” media of television and
newspapers. As we verified in our first study, Personal Relevance, Personal Connections, Radio connects
with consumers in different and unique ways that can actually enhance the communication!
For More Information
This report concerns the second in a series of new primary research studies sponsored by the Radio
Ad Lab, Inc. , an independent nonprofit industry organization in the United States. The Radio Ad Lab is
dedicated to creating and disseminating objective research that helps the advertising industry better
understand how Radio advertising works, and it functions in active consultation with research experts
from both buyers and sellers of Radio advertising.
The full version of the Radio Ad Lab’s new research report, “The Benefits of Synergy: Moving Money Into
Radio,” can be downloaded for free from www.RadioAdLab.org/reports.htm.
All Radio Ad Lab research including White Papers, studies, and summaries, is available in its entirety
and for free download at www.RadioAdLab.org. We encourage you to sign up for our announcement
mailing list at the website to make sure that you’re notified of new Radio Ad Lab research.
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Radio Ad Lab Board of Directors and
Research Committee
The Radio Ad Lab Board of Directors is comprised of radio
industry executives from the funding organizations and from
other key broadcasting constituencies. For more detailed information, and to view a list of the Board members, please
visit our website.
The Radio Ad Lab Research Committee is responsible for
determining the direction of all research projects funded by the
Radio Ad Lab and includes members from the advertising and
client communities in addition to the Radio industry. Research
Committee members are:
Radio Ad Lab Research Committee: Chair - Jerry Lee (WBEB-FM)
Agencies: Paul Hunt (Burrell Communications); Alyce Abbe
(Carat); Shari Anne Brill (Carat Insight); Janice Finkel-Greene
(Initiative Media); Matthew Warnecke (Mediacom); Kim Vasey
(mediaedge:cia); David Shiffman (Mediavest Worldwide); Jeff
Voigt (Mindshare Team Detroit); Agnes Lukasewych (MPG);
Kaki Hinton (MPG); Natalie Swed Stone (OMD); Judy Bahary
(Starcom Mediavest); Helen Katz (Starcom Mediavest Group);
Michele Buslik (TargetCast);Irene Katsnelson (Universal
McCann); Chrystie Kelly (Universal McCann); Bruce Williams
(Universal McCann); J.P. James (GlobalHue); Lucilla IturraldeRachev (The Vidal Partnership); Matt Feinberg (Zenith Media)
Advertisers: Jeni Cramer (At-Large); Debbie Vasquez (CocaCola North America); Betsy Lazar (General Motors); Glenn M.
Roginski (GlaxoSmithKline); Mark Dorrill (The Home Depot);
Paul Silverman (Novartis Pharmaceutical) ; Rex Conklin (WalMart); Ramon Portilla (Wal-Mart)

Radio Ad Lab Funding Partners
Arbitron
American Urban Radio Networks
Beasley Broadcast Group
Bonneville International Corporation
Buckley Broadcasting Corporation
Carter Broadcasting
CBS Radio
Citadel Broadcasting Corporation
Clear Channel Communications
Commonwealth Broadcasting
Cox Broadcasting, Inc.
Cromwell Broadcasting
Emmis Communications
Entercom Communications
Federated
Google
Greater Media, Inc.
Hall Communications
Hubbard Broadcasting Corporation
Inner City Broadcasting Company
Interep
Jones MediaAmerica
Katz Radio Group
Morris Network, Inc.
Premiere Radio Networks
Regent Communications, Inc.
Renda Broadcasting
Saga Communications
Univision Communications, Inc.
WBEB-FM
Westwood One Radio Networks

Broadcasters: Gary Heller (CBS Radio); Jess Hanson (Clear
Channel Radio); Kathleen Bohan (Univision Radio); Lucy
Hughes (CBS Radio); Charlotte Lawyer (Consultant)
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